OFF THE FLOOR

INCOMING...

HARD-BOILED
PROJECTIONS can make or break a live show. The
Egg are identical twins, Ned and Maff Scott, who
came up on the Cup Of Tea label in Bristol in
the ’90s. “Ned and me definitely have a musical
connection onstage,” Maff says. “The timing
with him is great, and the ability to ‘ride the
wave’, which is kind of the journey we’re trying to
bring people on. With others, it’s also good, but a
bit different… sometimes they can’t penetrate the
‘twin bubble’. We’re a bit like ‘one person’ in two
people. It’s kinda funny being so identical, stage
guys are always bringing me stuff for Ned thinking
I’m him, or I might end up with his drink, or erm,
yeah anyway…”
Sampled by David Guetta, producing with Tim
Holmes (Death In Vegas), Mylo, Psychemagik
and Ulrich Schnauss, you’ll regularly find Sasha
scrambling his set with some of The Egg. Keeping
it fresh in their live shows, they jam with “poets,
rappers, artists, chicken dancers, video makers —
and a lot of audience members”, including OTF’s ed,
Kirsty Allison.
But as an ambient meditation
trancey kinda band, what’s
defined them is their pioneering
visual manifestations, working
with Arkaos.
“Our friend Todd Graft introduced
us to that,” Maff says. “Arkaos
basically triggers video samples
from a midi note in, so whatever
vocals we trigger elsewhere, they
match up with the relevant film
on Arkaos, like a huge mouth
saying ‘favourite hobbies’. It all
comes together on the screen,
and it works better having it from
a live act, so you know it’s not all
pre-programmed. As a musician
who tends to be addicted to playing live, it’s always
good to get the love from the audience. Projections
help that. Seeing the audience dance is a brilliant
feeling.
“We ended up touring Europe, Australia, Brazil and
the USA,” he continues, “about 14 times, playing
among the US jam scene, which is a pretty huge
scene. Somehow they knew of our first album
‘Albumen’. Because I use software that means the
laptop follows the visuals and tempo of live drums,
we can keep the live feel as we play, and throw in
a few samples and riffs in sync, like Ulrich’s rich
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If you’re a DAFT PUNK
obsessive, you are
warned there's a ‘book’
based around a 1997
and 2001 interview,
which includes photos
from the risky days of
taking the film down
the chemist. THE
REAL DAFT PUNK is
the height of all the
bad things about selfpublishing, but if you’re
as much of a fan as
Harris Rosen, the writer, any insight adds knowledge
on the famously mysterious Roule boys, Thomas
Bangalter and Guy-Manuel de Homem-Christo. The
writer was undeniably at the unlit after-parties
before they transformed into robots. With extras on
DJ Sneak and Armand Van Helden, without all the
glitz and politik of public image...
keyboard pads and Psychemagik's mental warped
basslines, plus a lot of our own produced layers,
and the visuals. There’s no backing track, in a
sense of any rigidity. And no show is ever the same.
We’re doing something on our friend Steve Norris’s
album, kind of dystopian, and we’ve been doing
live [shows] with Gaudi, which is like space Blade
Runner.”
Your folks seem pretty far-out hippies, bringing
you up moving around — when did you start doing
music and video, how did it begin?
“Oh yeah, we were kids of ’70s hippies. Our mum
was pretty down to earth, but our stepdad and
also our dad were more far out… there were lots of
festivals and street theatre with nudity, sometimes
he didn’t get arrested. Before that we lived in a
canal boat and a bakery in Amsterdam, making
cakes for the Melkweg and Paradiso, and then lived
in a Citroen van in Ibiza, and our dad eventually
went to meditate in India for seven years. He
became very spiritually aligned, and it made him
really happy too.”

DISOBEDIENCE is
in the cinema from
30th November —
it’s a gay Jewish
masterpiece by
the Chilean Oscar
winner, Sebastián
Lelio — but most
importantly, the
sound: it’s by
the wonderful
Matthew
Herbert...
]

NEIL TENNANT’s ‘One Hundred Lyrics And A Poem’
is exactly what is says on the hardback sleeve — it’s
often assumed that Neil Tennant became a pop
star after working at Smash Hits magazine, but
this book is indubitable Pet Shop Boys, and reveals
music was always the plan. The bigger secret, shh:
the poem is on the subject of death, rather than
the light his songs have brought to dancefloors
with his infinite consistency...

Last year's LTW Club Culture panel

EGG-CEPTIONAL

Yolk films: “Koyaanisqatsi. Withnail And I.
Spinal Tap.”
Yolk albums: “Lou Reed ‘Transformer’ (he
liked our band). John Barry. Eva Cassidy
‘Songbird’. Ulrich Schnauss ‘A Strange &
Isolated Place’. Underworld ‘Beaucoup
Fish’. Mixmaster Morris ‘Kiri Kiri’. Talk Talk
‘The Colour Of Spring’, and ‘Spirit Of Eden’.”
Yolk books: “The Richard Scarry Book Of
Cars. It has worms driving cars, you know.”

IT'S the Louder Than Words festival in Manchester
in early November, where music meets books, and
for the sixth year running there's a Club Culture
panel happening at the event. Helmed by former DJ
Mag contributor Simon Morrison, the panel — Do
Ravers Dream Of Electric Beats? — will be looking
at 30 years since the second Summer Of Love and
asking, 'How smiley is the Smiley Face of acid house
culture?' Panelists include author David Stubbs, who
wrote the excellent Mars By 1980 book on electronic
music recently, Vass Lauricella from Urban Rebel PR,
and Dr Beate Peter from Manchester Metropolitan
University. It takes place at the Principal Hotel,
Manchester on Saturday 10th November at 8pm.
•Louderthanwordsfest.com
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